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STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT  

FRIDAY 20th NOVEMBER, 2009 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE 

 
Weather: Cloudy                                                                                  Track moisture: 4% 

                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                         

STEWARDS: Brett A Wright (Chairman), Shin Yong Sang, Park Jang Youl and Lee Jung Hee 

 

___________________________________________________ 

 

Race 1 1000m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Hardy Hero stumbled on leaving the gates and was then crowded when Bidan began awkwardly 

and shifted in. Muhan Dolpa was slow to begin. Passing the 800m Haengun Gasok commenced 

to lay out, resulting in Super Ace, which was racing a little ungenerously, to shift out, carrying 

Dark Syndrome and Muhan Dolpa wider on the track. In the early part of the straight Dark 
Syndrome hung in and near the 250m shifted in, momentarily crowding Super Ace. For some 

distance after the 300m Haengun Gasok lay in and proved somewhat difficult to ride. After the 

250m Sangseung Taeyang lay out and shifted ground despite the efforts of jockey Han Sang Kyu 

to straighten the gelding. Trainer Kim Jae Sub will be advised a warning would be recorded 

against Sangseung Taeyang and steps must be taken to rectify its bad behaviour. A post race 

veterinary examination of Saeroun Leader did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 

 

 

Race 2 1000m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred) 

On several occasions after leaving the gates Dallinuen Jihwija and Wonderful Speed bumped. 

Like Magic began awkwardly. Gangho Jeonseol half reared when the gates opened. 

Approaching the 800m Nabicheoreom and Gangho Jeonseol bumped. Making the home turn 

Ariddaun rolled out and bumped Rose Flower. When under pressure from the 200m Time To Fly 
lay in, obliging jockey M Hitomi to stop riding and straighten the colt on several occasions. 

Wonderful Speed raced very greenly in the home straight.   

 

Race 3 1200m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Immediately following the running of the race the Inquiry sign was displayed for Stewards to 

inquire into an incident near the 100m. On the evidence, it was established that about this point 

Kathmandu(Jo Chang Wook), which was commencing to tire, shifted in, resulting in Love Angel, 
which was improving on the inside, to be hampered and steadied. The Stewards were of the view 

that had the interference caused by Kathmandu not occurred, Love Angel would have finished 

in front of that horse at the end of the race; and as a consequence demoted Kathmandu to 

behind Love Angel, with the official placings amended to read: Seongsan Gongju 1st; Jumalui 
Miso 2nd, Hwanggeum Jeonsa 3rd, Love Angel 4th and Kathmandu 5th. Ensuing from the inquiry, 

jockey Jo Chang Wook was found to have ridden carelessly and his licence to ride in races was 

suspended for 3 meetings, commencing Friday 27th November and expiring on Sunday 6th 

December, 2009, on which day he may ride.  
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On jumping Kathmandu and Jumalui Miso bumped. Jockey Kim Myoung Sin reported that in the 

straight Gimakhin Bulpae hung in badly and as a consequence the colt went to the winning post 

without being properly tested. Whilst jockey Kim Myoung Sin was advised he should have made 

a greater effort to at least push his mount, trainer Yoo Byung Bok will be advised a warning 

would be recorded against Gimakhin Bulpae and steps must be taken to rectify its bad 

behaviour. A post race veterinary examination of Like Hero and Cheondungcheoreom did not 

reveal any obvious abnormality. 

 

 

Race 4 1200m-CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred) 

 

On leaving the gates Fantastic Rose was bumped by Huimangchan Naeil, which shifted out 

after being bumped by Dream Over. Cash Rider was slow to begin. Sipjaseong blundered when 

the gates opened. On jumping World Jijon and Global Champ bumped. Dancing Twist was slow 

into stride and in the early stages raced with its head up. World Jijon hung out in the early and 

middle stages. Trainer Oh Moon Sik will be advised a warning would be recorded against World 
Jijon and steps must be taken to rectify its bad behaviour. Ensuing from an inquiry, jockey Kim 

Myoung Sin(Dancing Twist) was found to have ridden incompetently when he shifted his mount 

out unnecessarily wide rounding the home turn, when there was sufficient room to improve 

closer to the inside rail between Cash Rider and Sipjaseong. Stewards believed a fine should be 

imposed, however; as this was the third occasion for a similar offence and in accordance with 

KRA penalty guidelines, his licence to ride in races was suspended for 2 race meetings, 

commencing on Friday 27th November and expiring on Friday 4th December, 2009, on which day 

he may ride. After riding in the race jockey Han Sang Kyu(Champ Force) reported he was 

feeling considerable discomfort from a rib injury suffered the previous week and did not believe 

he was fit to continue riding. Consequently, he was stood down from his remaining riding 

engagements. A post race veterinary examination of Sipjaseong and Global Champ did not 

reveal any obvious abnormalities. A sample was directed to be taken from Global Champ. 

 

 

Race 5 1200m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred) 

 
Angel Trumpet began awkwardly. For a short distance after the 800m Ulsanoppa lay out. For 

some distance after straightening, Namhae Jilju lay in, proving difficult for Apprentice Lee Hee-

Cheon to ride the colt properly. Passing the 250m Myeongpum Sidae lay in, obliging jockey Jo 

Chan Hoon to stop riding and straighten the colt on several occasions. When asked about the 

somewhat disappointing performance of Gold Cap, trainer Kim Chang Ok explained he issued 

instructions to lead if possible and following its win at its previous start when ridden similarly, 

he expected a similar result today. He said the filly appeared to travel well and responded when 

pressured near the 300m but was disappointing over the final 100m in its failure to finish off the 

race, despite only finishing 5 1/2 lengths behind the winner. He added he had not altered Gold 
Cap’s work but noted the filly had gained an extra 12lbs since its last start. A post race 

veterinary examination of All Top, Happy Guy and Angel Trumpet did not reveal any obvious 

abnormality. A sample was directed to be taken from All Top. 
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Race 6 1800m-CLASS 3 (Foreign-bred) 

 

 Gangseo Teukgeup was slow to begin. Myeongga Jijon, which was slow to move, left the gates 

awkwardly. Approaching the 1400m Omega Run was steadied from the heels of Symboli Queen, 

after being carried out by Black Tune, which rolled out when awkward close to the heels of Sae 
Gunju. When under pressure in the home straight, Omega Run lay in, proving difficult for jockey 

Park Geum Man to ride properly. A post race veterinary examination of Widaehan Juingong, 

Gangseo Teukgeup and Magic One did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Chowol 
Teukgeup was found to be lame in the near foreleg. A sample was directed to be taken from 

Widaehan Juingong. 

 

 

Race 7 1400m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred) 

City Girl and Volante began awkwardly. On jumping Geumbit Yeosin and Choenha Gangja 
bumped. Approaching the 1200m Geumbit Yeosin was crowded by Choenha Gangja(App Kim 

Nam Sung), which was shifting in. Apprentice Kim Nam Sung was warned he must take greater 

care when shifting ground. Shortly after, City Girl was eased when tightened by Geumbit Yeosin, 

which was carried in by Choenha Gangja, which in turn shifted in after being bumped by 

Volante, when that colt, which was having its second race start in blinkers for the first time, 

shifted in abruptly. In all the circumstances, no action was taken. Ensuing from an inquiry, App 

Kim Nam Sung acknowledged his careless riding in that about the 1150m he permitted Choenha 
Gangja to shift in when not clear of Geumbit Yeosin, resulting in that horse being checked. 

Apprentice Kim Nam Sung’s licence to ride in races was suspended for the meeting of Friday 

27th November. He may resume riding in races on Sunday 29th November, 2009. Ensuing from an 

inquiry, App Kim Nam Sung was fined 50,000\ for careless riding in that about the 250m he 

permitted Choenha Gangja to shift in, resulting in Winner Step being hampered and becoming 

slightly unbalanced. A post race veterinary examination of Geumbit Yeosin and Volante did not 

reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

Race 8 1400m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred) 

Sagyejeol Sinseon, which had proved difficult to load into the gates, will be required to perform 

to the satisfaction of the Starter in an official stall test before being permitted to start again. 

Choegoui Gyeongji stumbled on leaving the gates. Smile Together and Hidden Messenger were 

slow to move. Sagyejeol Sinseon jumped awkwardly with its head up. Shortly after the start 

Smile Together and Hidden Messenger were checked between Stealth Wing, which shifted out 

slightly and Good Man(M Hitomi), which shifted in whilst hanging. Jockey M Hitomi was warned 

she must in similar situations; attempt to straighten her mounts sooner than she did on this 

occasion. A post race veterinary examination of Exciting Power did not reveal any obvious 

abnormality. 

 

 

Race 9 1400m-CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Both Lengthen Nose, which stood in the gates, losing considerable ground will be required to 

perform to the satisfaction of the Starter in an official stall test before being permitted to start 

again. Mentor was slow to muster early speed. Black Scorpion jumped awkwardly. Golden 
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Appeal lay in from the 300m. A post race veterinary examination of Seongsu Yeongung revealed 

the colt to be lame in the off foreleg. 

 

 

Race 10 2000m-CLASS 1 (Domestic-bred) 

Muhan Daeseung and Sinhwaui Juingong were slow to begin. Approaching the 1600m Sky Star, 
which was racing keenly and close to the heels of Gaya Gongju, shifted out and inconvenienced 

Bugyeong Champion. A post race veterinary examination of Sky Star and Gangjaui Beopchik 
did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Pungun Jilju was found to be lame in both 

forelegs. A sample was directed to be taken from Gangjaui Beopchik. 

 

 

 

GENERAL: In addition to those horses reported sent for sampling, routine urine samples were 

ordered to be taken from the first three placed horses in each race. 

 

 

RIDING CHANGES: 

 

Race 1-4 Hardy Hero- App Kim Hong Il replaced Park Jin Hee (injured back at track work on 

18/11/09) 

Race 9-12 Black Scorpion- M Hitomi replaced Han Sang Kyu (stood down in Race 4) 

Race 10-4 Magic Force- App Lee Sung Jae replaced Han Sang Kyu 

 

 

 
SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN 

SUSPENSIONS 
Race 3 – Jo Chang Wook 
Race 4 – Kim Myoung Sin 
Race 7 – Kim Nam Sung 

REPRIMANDS Nil 

FINES Race 7 – Kim Nam Sung 

WARNINGS 

Race 1 – Sangseung Taeyang 
Race 3 – Gimakhin Bulpae 
Race 4 – World Jijon 
Race 7 – Kim Nam Sung 
Race 8 – M Hitomi  

RACE TRIALS Nil 

STALL TESTS 
Race 8 – Sagyejeol Sinseon 
Race 9 – Lengthen Nose 

BLEEDERS Nil 

DISQUALIFICATIONS Nil 

FALLS Nil 

FOLLOW UP Nil 

 

 


